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NEW FORMATS
Before I Do
An unsuspecting bride or groom is hijacked and taken to their perfect bachelor party
In this heartfelt reality show, friends of an unsuspecting bride or groom enlist the
help of a party planner to orchestrate an unforgettable bachelor(ette) party. The
experience that is sure to delight, excite, and even terrify the guests of honor. A
once in a lifetime experience, “Before I Do” raises the bar for one of the most
important celebrations of our lives, thrilling viewers at home and creating memories
that last a lifetime for those involved.
Broadcaster: Channel 4, Finland in 2020 | Episodes: 10 x 42’

50 Men 50 Mats
The world’s first yoga format!
What happens when 50 male yoga virgins get on the mat for the very first
time? Caleb Jude Packham picks four characters with different circumstances.
He creates yoga studios in unconventional locations... like car parks,
factories, football fields, military bases, even on an oil rig!
Inspired by his mission as the Wellness Warrior to uplift men everywhere,
Caleb Jude Packham and his sidekick hit the road in their VW Kombi van
decked out with a yoga kit and juice bar on a mission to equip men with the
tools they need to become the best version of themselves.
Each new episodes features a new town and four new yogi disciples.

Unsupervised
Unsupervised is going to show us you can rely on the next generation.
Winner of the Kyiv Media Week format contest, "Unsupervised" give five
capable teenagers who are technologically, socially and environmentally
more connected a chance to be an adult for a week. Experts, psychologists,
and their parents will secretly be watching them all week.
At the end, the kids will be sent to a meeting where the families will be
reunited and evaluated. In the emotional finale to this series, the families will
discuss what they all learned about each other and how it has changed their
outlook on living unsupervised.
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Got What It Takes
Five seasons in the UK! Continually ranks in BBC iPlayer top 25 shows! Not your ordinary singing competition show.
In this format kids get the chance to prove they can perform at the pop-star level, but the judges who get to say
whether or not they make the cut are also… the moms. In this co-viewing, family-friendly hit, moms compete against
moms, kids against kids, all to see which of the contestants has really “Got What It Takes”.

Blackout
Listed in 2020 by Broadcast Magazine as “among the most important formats on the international market.” “Blackout”
centers on a social experiment in which groups of strangers have to survive when they are surprised by a two-week power
cut. While one group lives in a technology-driven modern house that becomes useless without electricity, the other has to
adapt to subsist on a rustic, self-sustaining farm. Blackout questions sustainability, the environment and humanity’s response
to a global crisis.
Second season coming soon to SVT Sweden. Blackout was the only non-English-language show in the reality and fact-ent
category at the Rose d’Or Awards, up against C4’s social experiment The Circle.
Broadcaster: SVT, Sweden | Episodes: 6

Freewheelin’
History from a fun perspective!
Roll up your sleeves, adjust your seats and join two comedians on a hilarious bike ride through history as they travel around a
city and stop at historical hotspots. Freewheelin’ is a funny and dynamic approach to history from Spain’s TeleMadrid
released across television, radio, digital magazine, a YouTube channel and a Spanish podcast. Witness the hosts enduring
chemistry and learn about lore and culture from locals including celebrities and experts who hail from the area. The original
format of "El Punto sobre la Historia" maintains an almost daily broadcast on La Otra and has generated over 71 episodes
across four seasons including radio shows, books and podcasts.

Big in Japan
Winner of the Grand prize at the Rose d’Or Awards and currently on air in Brazil, nine contestants are sent to Tokyo to
compete in a wacky Japanese style studio game show complete with conveyor belts and spinning chairs. In each episode,
the contestants participate in local cultural activities; from sumo wrestling to wielding a samurai sword and eating local
delicacies. In each episode, one contestant is sent home. A turnkey production hub facility is available.
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